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1.0 Background 
 
This survey was commissioned by Gill Baldwin, the Landscape Officer, Midlothian Council 
and has been presented for consideration to James Kinch, Midlothian Land Services 
(Commercial Services).  The report  was researched and compiled  by David Connolly, 
Assistant Archaeological Officer, East Lothian Council.  Specialist historical and building 
research has been provided by Thomas Addyman with information supplied by the Roslin 
Heritage Society. 
 
As a result of telephone conversations with Midlothian Tourism Committee, the Rangers 
Service and Winnie Stevenson of the Roslin Heritage Society it has become evident that there 
has been a steady deterioration of the Gunpowder Mills in the Roslin Glen Country Park.  It 
was decided to request a baseline survey to assess the current state of the surviving 
monuments in order to allow a more detailed, phased and costed proposal for public access 
and interpretation of the building complex to be considered. 
 

2.0 Methodology 
 
Field visits were undertaken to view and assess the structures in order to appraise them in 
terms of access, significance, condition and potential requirements for consolidation and 
interpretation. A proforma recording sheet was used to categorise the cultural value and 
potential for each site. 
 
Tom Addyman of Addyman Archaeology (Simpson and Brown Architects) was asked to 
accompany the author to inspect and appraise the site as a whole, and identify material 
considerations. 
 
Photographs of key areas were taken, and where possible matched to photographs dating to a 
period when the structures were still operational.  Where possible, all structures were 
photographed.  Some structures will need additional photographs and /or building recording 
when vegetation is cleared.  Where this is necessary it has been indicated in the 
recommendations section:  Requirements for archaeology. 
 
Sketches were made of potential solutions and requirements to facilitate phasing and costing 
of works – including the requirements for archaeology. 
 
A review of known historical information was gathered by Winnie Stevenson of the Roslin 
Heritage Society. 
 
Consideration of sites of interest, facilities and any additional resources outwith the survey 
area was also made. 
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2.1 Recording methodology 
 
Each structure was visually surveyed, described, photographed and assessed in terms of the 
following criteria. 
 
Architectural Potential refers to the surviving architectural element of the structure and the importance to 
the interpretation of the site. 
Structural Integrity/Condition indicates the level of constructional stability and the nature of any defects. 
Vegetation Cover defines the amount and type of vegetation and tree cover, with reference to the potential 
problem areas. 
Access (Disabled Access) is an indication of potential access issues, including detailing the requirements to 
allow disabled access. 
Requirements for consolidation  highlights in brief the basic requirements to consolidate the structure 
and present it for interpretation. 
Requirements for archaeology defines the amount and type of archaeological recording required prior to 
any works. 
Interpretation Potential suggests the type and form of interpretation that may benefit this particular site. 
Priority defines the level of importance in the phased approach to the consolidation and interpretation works. 
Suggested Actions provides a bulleted list of activities that would be required on the site to bring it to 
completion. 
Suggested Uses  offers a potential final use for the site. 
 
Where relevant, an accompanying recent photograph, archive photograph and sketch of the 
areas requiring work are presented along with the findings. 
 
Caveats:  The recommendations and actions detailed and described within this report are based solely on the 
views of the East Lothian Council Archaeology Service. 
 
Some buildings that appear on historic maps are not included in this report for a variety of 
reasons, ranging from inaccessibility to being completely missing and therefore not suitable 
for inclusion in a structural survey or interpretation. 
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3.0 Historical Background 
 
The Roslin Powder Mill was founded in 1804 by Messrs Hay and Merrick, before being taken 
over by Curtis and Harvey Ltd in 1898. 
 
In 1920, it was renamed Nobel Industries. In 1926, Nobel Industries amalgamated with 
Imperial Chemical Industries (I.C.I).  
 
The mill closed its doors for the last time in 1954, and in the 1970s the land was bought by 
the local council.  Although many of the buildings within the complex were demolished 
shortly after closure, most were demolished in 1978. 
 
Gunpowder was manufactured here to supply munitions in the Napoleonic, Crimean, Boer 
and First and Second World Wars.  Various grades of sporting powders and blasting powder 
for the quarrying and mining industries were also produced. 
 
The site presently functions as a Country Park that is in the ownership of and is run by 
Midlothian Council.  
 
Despite the demolitions throughout the site there are numerous visible remains at the surface.  
These are very varied in their extent, quality and state of preservation.   

Two existing maps of the site have been used to reference the current existing structures and 
features on the site, the 1888 Mill plan (Fig 3) and the hand annotated 1928 version (Fig 4).  
Over time the functions of some buildings have changed, but for consistency the 1928 
numbering system has been used and all structure numbers refer to this system.   

Due to either the complete demolition or removal of 
structures prior to this report, the only buildings that have 
been surveyed and included in this document, are those that 
are considered viable for consolidation and interpretation.  
There are several gaps in the numbers where structures are 
either completely missing or incompatible with the aims of 
the project.    
 

The following table shows (highlighted & bold) the structures that have been included in the 
report, while those that have been excluded are ‘greyed-out’.   The 1928 map (figure 4) shows 
both the structures surveyed and (where possible) the additional structure numbers – though 
in some cases,  numbered structures were not unable to be located. 
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No. Description 
1 Gate House, Time Office, Petrol Pump and Tank 
2 Factory Magazine 
3 Expense Magazine 
4 Dusting House 
5 Stove 
6 Stove 
7 Press House 
8 7a, 12a, 46a, 52a, Engine, Pump and Accumulator Houses 
9 Charge House and Expense Magazine 
10 Dwelling House 
11 Dwelling House 
12 Glazing Reeling and Dusting House 
13 Miscellaneous Store 
14 Foreman’s Office 
15 Men’s Mess Room and Store 
16 Mills (4)  16a Engine Room 
17 Boiler House  17a Chimney 
18 Dynamo House 
19 Charcoal Store 
20 Retort House 
21 Dwelling House and Stables 
22 Laboratory  22a Garage 
23 Offices and Women’s Change House 
24 Green Charge House 
25 Mixing House and charcoal and sulphur grinding 
26 Mill (6)  26a Pump House and Engine House  26b Watch House 
27 Miscellaneous Store 
28 Mills (2)  28a Engine House 
29 Green Charge House 
30 Mixing House and charcoal and sulphur grinding 
31 Saw Mill, Store, Ambulance Room, Foreman’s Office, Women’s Mess Room, Pump House 
32 Miscellaneous Store  32a Starch House, 32b Stove, 32c Engine House,  32d Stove 
33 Joiners Shop 
34 Miscellaneous Store, Engineer’s Shop and Cart Shed 
35 Green Charge House 
36 Press House (cartridge) 
37 Miscellaneous Store 
38 Miscellaneous Store 
39 Paper case making and waterproofing 
40 Packing House  39a Women’s Mess Room 
41 Bogie Shelter 
42 Hay Shed 
43 Hay Shed 
44 Dwelling House 
45 Miscellaneous Store 
46 Watch House 
47 Miscellaneous Store 
48 Dwelling House and Garage 
49 Mills (2)  49a Water Wheel House 
50 Mills (6)  50a Engine House 
51 Wrought Charge House 
52 Press House (cartridge) weighing, glazing or mixing 
53 Press House (cartridge) 
54 Dwelling House 
55 Box Making and Saw Mill 
56 Wood Store 
57 Experimental House 
58 Miscellaneous Store 
59 Miscellaneous Store 
60 Cooperage 
61 Factory Magazine 
62 Stable 
63 Gate House and Change House 
64 Press House 
65 Corning House 
66 Expense Magazine 

 
Table 1: List of Structure numbers related to 1928 plan (figure 4).  Highlighted Structures have been included within 

text, un-highlighted sites were not included either due to either complete removal of the building or 
inaccessibility – such as those buildings on the east side of the river. 
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Number Function
1 Gate House
2 Factory Magazine
3 Expense Magazine
4
5 Stove
6 Corning House
7 Press House
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4.0 FINDINGS 
 

Entrance 
 
 

 

Plate 1: Entrance Gates, 1920s 

Entrance piers  

A group of three early 19
th

 century gate piers; two principal piers on either side of the vehicle 
access with a pedestrian entry on the N side.  These are square in plan and formed of fine-
grained, yellowish-buff sandstone, faces are neatly droved, margins are tooled.  There are 
chamfers at the angles that die out at stops above (bases not visible below).    

The piers are surmounted by a plain projecting capital and a capstone with pyramidal top.  
The two piers on either side of the entrance have been recently rebuilt and a number of the 
stones replaced. These are not tooled, but are simply sawn.  On the top of each of the entrance 
piers there are iron fittings for some form of arched arrangement over.    

The new stones are thick-jointed in cement and there has been no attempt to reinstate tooling.  
These could possibly be replaced relatively easily with properly tooled and tightly jointed, 
mortar-bedded stones. The ironwork within the principal entry is all new and fairly insipid.  
The pedestrian entry may be formed out of parts of some earlier fencing but clearly the 
surround within which they are set is also new (correct detailing presumably obtainable from 
early photographs).    

Boundary to E of entrance  

Railings on the road-ward side extending to the SE of the entrance piers.  The first section of 
railing runs for about 20m or so; this is modern and very poorly detailed.  At their SE end 
they run into a section of masonry walling which is apparently of 19

th
/early 20

th
 century date.  

This is topped with a tiered iron railing that may be early-mid-20th century in date, possibly 
late gunpowder factory period (though associated with the pipes that span the glen beyond).    

The boundary wall on the S side of the entrance is partly of late 19th century, early 20th 
century brick. This has been substantially rebuilt in modern red brick, associated with the 
existing modern fencing.    
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Both the chicane and the tight turn sign are very intrusive, in the middle of the view of this 
entry area. There are two iron bollards also in front of the gate piers, although painted black, 
don’t help with the general composition.  Site 1 itself, a ruined building, has been very poorly 
capped off with concrete slabs that are in full view of the entrance area, behind which is a 
typical Forestry Commission type wooden sign painted in white on brown. None of this is co-
ordinated.  Just beyond the entrance gate on the left hand side there is an existing 
interpretation board. 

Just inside the entrance there is brown-painted wooden fencing that cordons-off the area of 
the ruined building, Site 1.  This doesn’t help with the welcoming aspect to the whole park 
and is ineffective as a protective measure as one can walk around the end of the fence directly 
on to this ruin and the ruin itself is dangerous.  

Photographs  
 

     
Gates and Building 1 – 1920s                        Current view 2006 
 
Sketches  

1 – Gates and Gate piers, entrance sign. 
2 – Railings and current chevrons/crash barrier 
3 – Access and stairs. 

 
 
 
 
Structure Number Entrance 
Architectural Potential High 
The entrance to the parkland is most important aspect of site, to be visually appealing and inviting.  
Structural Integrity/Condition High 
The structure is in good condition, though see below for requirements 
Vegetation Cover None 
 
Access (Disabled Access) Easy  
(though crossing road to entrance can be difficult and nearest parking is 300m distant)  stairs on 
other side of road makes wheelchair access impossible. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Moderate 

Railings – Gate Piers – Signage – crash barrier. 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Low 

Photographic survey 
Interpretation Potential  High 
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Entrance to site currently has no indication of what is within. 
Priority High 
No indication of what is beyond gate and confusing signage  
 
Suggested Actions  

• Replace railings to south with suitable period fitting 
• Replace Gate with suitable period fitting 
• Retool and replace gate-piers with correctly tooled and droved masonry.  
• Ensure joints match existing – with use of lime mortar rather than cement. 
• New Signage to suit (including chevrons and crash barrier) 
• Parking Areas for disabled. 
• Look at potential of joining parking area to this section. 
• Stairs and crossing 

Suggested Uses  
As the entrance to the site, it is imperative that it is both visually appealing and indicative 
of the resource that lies beyond. Access must be easy as well as easy to recognise.  
Further indication should be given to alternative parking and consequently a suitable 
route between the car parking area and the park must be created. 
 
Comment from Tom Addyman: 

- Defines  the boundary of the site       
- first vista of the glen 
- introducing natural history ? 

 
Tramways : general  

Almost the entirety of the interior functioning areas of the powder works were served by a 
system of horse-drawn tracks, tramways – see the 1928 plan.  The sites of these lines 
correspond closely with the general historic and existing circulation routes. The possibility of 
using this as some sort of guidance for the public coming through the glen or a device linked 
to signage could be considered.    
 

 
Figure 5: 1888 map showing sites 1 - 5 
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Structure 01 - ‘Gate Lodge’/ ‘Gate House’ 
 
‘Gate Lodge’/ ‘Gate House’ 

Site 1 itself consists of the remains of the lower parts of what had been a small lodge building 
just within the entrance on the S side of the entrance road.  The remains demonstrate it had 
been a two-storey building, the lower storey being a basement.  The structure is rubble-built, 
of roughly squared blocks of yellowy-buff sandstone, heavily tooled and all of early-mid 19th 
century character.  There is evidence of three basement level openings.  The one on the E side 
still retains a relieving arch over its head. However none retain actual dressings.  Each 
opening is in-filled with a cemented rubble blocking of rudimentary character.  It seems that 
the upper parts of the building were simply demolished and pushed into the lower parts.    

At the NW corner there is a late 19th century/early 20th century brick pier, function unclear.  
On the 1920s Ordnance Survey plan is marked a small extension at the SW corner of the 
lodge building.  

Photographs  
 

      
Building 1 – 1920s                                         View of southwest wall                  Area of B1 with board and Fence 
 
Sketches  

1 – Consolidation and rebuild of lower structure 
2 – Clear vegetation, terram and gravel, new board, wire 
and post fence around walls. Clear new growth trees to 
river to allow view.  Bench. 
 
 
. 

 
 
Condition  
The surviving lower part, although still standing to up to 3m in height in some areas, is in a 
very poor state. The structure has been ‘consolidated’ in a heavy-handed manner, principally 
by deep pointing in cement, and this has clearly not benefited the structure.  There is also an 
individual area of more recent rebuilding at the SE corner, this employing whinstone setts 
rather than sandstone.    

On the S side of the building much of the wall face is delaminated and is in a fairly parlous 
state. The central part of the W side has also seen major collapse.  
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 01 – Gate House  
Architectural Potential High 
First storey is all that remains, however blocked doors and windows are evident.   
Structural Integrity/Condition Moderate/poor 
Although the structure is basically sound, previous consolidation is causing structural damage and 
two areas on the south east and south west have collapsed. The rubble infill and blocked openings 
will be causing structural damage within.   
Vegetation Cover Light 
Ground vegetation within area of structure.  Self seeded saplings restrict view to river.  
Access (Disabled Access) Easy  
Directly accessible from main track. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

High 

Rebuild/consolidate walls sympathetically.  Re-cope north east wall – drainage through building. 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Moderate 

Photographic survey and drawn survey. 
Interpretation Potential  High 
Entrance to site – opportunity for introduction to Glen walk. 
Priority High 
Presents introduction to natural heritage and archaeology of Glen walk. 
 
Suggested Actions  

• Repair collapsed sections of walling on south west and south east 
• Provide suitable drainage either through or around structure 
• Re cope north east wall with sympathetic material 
• Non intrusive steel post and wire fence inserted onto south east and south west wall 
• Remove wooden fence 
• New interpretation panel 
• Clear self seeded trees to river 
• Clear, level, terram and gravel interior 
• Install bench and bin 

Suggested Uses  
This area has the potential to provide a structured introduction to the Glen walk and also an area for 
visitors to rest prior to continuing.  By clearing the view to the river the area becomes a pleasing 
viewing platform. 
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Structure 02 - ‘Magazine’ and ‘Shed’ (1888) ‘Factory Magazine’ (1928) 
 

 ‘Magazine’ and Shed’(1888) ‘Factory Magazine’ (1928) 

This building site is associated with a deep cut into the sandstone cliffs, hereafter termed a 
blast containment cut. This contained a two-cell building according to the early plans, a 
magazine to the S and shed to the N in 1888. The remains of this building still stand to almost 
2m in height, though these heavily overgrown and collapsed.  It seems to have been relatively 
well-preserved as a ruin until the fairly recent collapse of a tree across it demolished some 
walls.    

The area around is entirely waterlogged and any drainage that had been behind the building 
upslope has long since failed.  The remaining walls are in a very poor state, the mortar having 
perished and the joints recessed.  The masonry is of roughly hewn pale yellowish sandstone.   
This could be in quite a straightforward manner presented as a ruin and an introductory 
interpretation area to the gunpowder works itself.  It is slightly better preserved than most of 
the other similar structures (such as 3 to 6, beyond, where there is little remaining).  Perhaps 
also this ruin could form some sort of lime consolidation training exercise.    

Photographs  
 

     � 
Building 2 (Magazine) – 1930s             General View of B2 and Cut         Surviving masonry on southwest 
 
Sketches  

1 – Clear and restore/consolidate walls 
2 – Make safe the cut stone face. 

Access road (area of sites 02 and 03)  

Access roads between sites 02 and 03:  at one point there are bricks appearing at the surface 
that seem to have been carefully laid.    

Directly opposite site 3 there is a substantial brick-built retaining wall of late 19th century 
date.  The cope remains on the western part of this that has been reduced in height further E.  
This could all be reinstated. It seems to be structurally sound and well built, built of pale 
creamy to pink bricks (impressed mark, WHITEHILL). Further W this walling steps down and 
it is clear that there had been some form of iron fence which has been cut off.  Perhaps this 
can be reinstated.  The fence verticals are set in cast concrete copes.  
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 02 – Factory Magazine 
Architectural Potential Moderate/high 
Walls still standing to almost two metres in height.  One of the few recognisable buildings left. 
Structural Integrity/Condition Poor 
Due to partial demolition, vegetation overgrowth and tree collapse most mortar jointing has been 
washed away.  No drainage has also allowed water to weaken the foundations.   
Vegetation Cover High 
Completely overgrown with new tree growth and fallen tree. 
Access (Disabled Access) Easy  
Visible from main track. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

High 

Drainage – walls - clearance 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Moderate 

Photographic survey and drawing survey 
Interpretation Potential  High 
Area for introductory interpretation on Gunpowder Works. 
Priority Moderate 
Access to entrance is easy and could be part of foundation for trails. 
 
Suggested Actions  

• Remove fallen trees 
• Clear overgrown vegetation 
• Remove banked soil  
• Insert drainage from rock wall 
• Consolidate walls (potential for lime mortar training) 
• Interpretation of Gunpowder Works 
• Map of trails/tramways 
• Ensure rock walls are made safe 

Suggested Uses  
As Area 1 is an introduction to the Glen in a broader capacity, this area can be more 
specifically directed at the Gunpowder Works.  This creates two discrete areas at the 
entrance to the Park to prepare the visitor. 
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                      Structure 03 -  ‘Magazine’(1888)   ‘Expense Magazine’  (1928) 
 
 ‘Magazine’(1888)   ‘Expense Magazine’  (1928 

Site No 3, the site of a magazine within a substantial blast containment cut.  The structure 
itself has now been demolished and pushed in on itself and little can be seen at the surface.  
On its W side, however, there is a brick-built retaining wall detailed with substantial ceramic 
pipes set in horizontally as weepers. This walling returns to the W along the side of the road 
and still stands about 2m in height.  

The cut and the retaining wall are both obscured by a spindly type growth.  The spindles 
themselves probably could come off although the growth on the retaining wall itself is fairly 
attractive – ivy draping down – perhaps could be retained.    

 
Photographs  
 

  � 
General view of Cut and B3         View of brick revetment (1)           Brick wall to path on southeast side –   

opposite B3 (2) 
Sketches  

1 – Retain Ivy, but make safe the brickwork (and 
drainage pipes). 
2 – Re cope and rebuild the wall to southeast. 
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 03 – Expense Magazine 
Architectural Potential Moderate 
Only brickwork retaining wall to the south west survives.  
Structural Integrity/Condition Moderate/moderate 
The brick retaining wall only requires moderate intervention, specialist advice would be needed on 
retention of ivy.   
Vegetation Cover High 
Completely overgrown with low vegetation and some self seeded trees, ivy covers brickwork. 
Access (Disabled Access) Easy  
Visible from main track. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Moderate 

Brick retaining wall - drainage 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Low 

Photographic survey 
Interpretation Potential  Low 
A small plaque with name and function of structure. 
Priority Low 
Apart from the brickwork the area should remain as is. 
Suggested Actions  

• Consolidate brickwork 
• Retain ivy if possible 
• Consolidate and repair wall to the south east  
• Small name plaque 
 

Suggested Uses  
None 
 

                      Structure 04 -   ‘East Dust House’(1888)   ‘Dusting house’(1928) 
 
(1888) ‘East Dust House’   (1928) ‘Dusting house’  

Site 04 is located in a slightly more restricted blast containment cut.  There are one or two 
visible remains of actual walls but the site is very overgrown and little can now be seen.  To E 
and W there are substantial projecting masonry bolts, these evidently wings to aid with the 
blast deflection.  These are well constructed of sandstone rubblework, tooling at the face, 
particularly at the quoins.  These are about 2 to 2.5m high and fairly substantially built at 
about 2m in width.  These two structures are essentially well preserved but could do with 
localised consolidation.  Some traces of limewash remain upon the masonry.  

Photographs  
 

      
Building 3 (Dust House) to west 1888    Self-seeded tree in cut                 To west showing both buttresses 
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Sketches  
1 – Re-point and clear vegetation 
2 – Retain character but remove seeded trees 

 
 
 04 – Dust House 
Architectural Potential Moderate 
The two sandstone revetments are visually impressive. 
Structural Integrity/Condition High 
The structure is in good condition, though some work required. 
Vegetation Cover Moderate/high 
Undergrowth covers demolition rubble, two self seeded trees in rear rock wall. 
Access (Disabled Access) Easy  
Visible from main track. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Moderate 

Re-pointing – landscaping of interior rubble collapse – tree removal 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Low 

Photographic survey 
Interpretation Potential  Moderate 
Small plaque with name of structure and short  explanation on walls and blast containment cuts. 
Priority Low/moderate 
Area not in urgent need of works. 
Suggested Actions  

• Re-pointing of masonry 
• Removal/landscaping of demolition rubble 
• Removal of trees in rear rock wall 
• Small interpretation plaque 
 

Suggested Uses  
Leave as is, though ensure safety for public access.  A small plaque explains why these 
walls exist. 
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                      Structure 05 - ‘New Stove’(1888    ‘Stove’(1928)  
 
Site 05 (1888) ‘New Stove’   (1928) ‘Stove’  

The site of this structure is bounded by a blast containment cut.  On the roadside there is a 
low retaining wall of brick. The entirety of the interior of the cut is infilled with a substantial 
build-up of material. It is not quite clear why this should be.    

On the W side of the cut, down to the roadside, is an area of masonry still standing just over 
2m in height, clearly further blast-containment construction.  This is of rubblework that is 
roughly squared and heavily tooled at the face.  To the E on its top it is surmounted by a bulk 
of concrete, some sort of capping, within which is set a single iron post.  This is clearly 
secondary to the structure.  Across the face of this bulk are extensive traces of white limewash 
and there are also some pointing details, some slight hints of ruling out between the joints.    
A substantial beech tree growing within is clearly causing structural problems.  There is a 
large crack in alignment with the tree on the southern frontage.  This masonry is just 
beginning to distort on the S side. Perhaps this individual tree ought to be removed to ensure 
the safety of the monument.    

Photographs  
 

     
General View to north of cut         View of southwest buttress 
 
Sketches  

1 – Re-point and consolidate buttress – remove tree. 
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 05 – Stove House 
Architectural Potential Moderate 
Sandstone retaining wall. 
Structural Integrity/Condition Moderate/poor 
Massive sandstone wall still retaining slope, however beech tree causing wall to crack and bulge. 
Vegetation Cover Moderate/low 
Light tree growth and undergrowth.  Large beech tree on sandstone retaining wall. 
Access (Disabled Access) Easy  
Visible from main track. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Moderate 

Consolidation and re-pointing – removal of beech tree. 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Low 

Photographic survey 
Interpretation Potential  Low 
Small  plaque with name and function of structure 
Priority Low 
Apart from consolidation of stonework, area should remain as is. 
 
Suggested Actions  

• Remove beech tree 
• Consolidate stone work 
• Small interpretation plaque 
 

Suggested Uses  
None 
 

 
Figure 6: 1888 map showing sites in Central Area. 
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                      Structure 06 - ‘Old Stove’(1888) ‘Stove’(1928)   
 
 
(1888) ‘Old Stove’ (1928) ‘Stove’  

A very substantial blast containment cut into the hillside.  This is marked on the early plans as 
a stove. There are no visible remains of a structure within but there is a very substantial 
mound of material within that has recently been replanted with mainly oak and alder trees.  
There are no surviving structures above ground to be seen in this area. 
 
Photographs  
 

      
Building 6 ( New Corning House) 1930s  Current view  to west 2006 
 
Sketches  

1 – Leave as is. 

 
 06 – Old Stove House 
Architectural Potential None 
Completely demolished. 
Structural Integrity/Condition N/A 
 
Vegetation Cover Moderate/high 
New planting covers entire area of blast containment cut. 
Access (Disabled Access) None 
Visible from path only. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

None 

Signage 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

None 

 
Interpretation Potential  Low 
A small plaque with name and function of structure and possibly photograph. 
Priority Low 
Suggested Actions  

• Small interpretation plaque 
Suggested Uses  
None 
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                      Structure 07 -  ‘Mixing House’ (1888) ‘Press House’ (1928)   
 
Site 07 (1888) ‘Mixing House’   (1928) ‘Press House’  

Site 07 corresponds to the running-in to Roslin Glen of a small burn.  There is a ravine within 
which the burn runs up to the W.  In the area of the structure the burn itself is culverted and 
there are brick-built retaining walls still visible at the surface.  This miniature glen is now 
heavily obscured by fallen trees and undergrowth but could be cleared and perhaps enhanced 
to form some sort of water-related feature or micro habitat.  It is all very picturesque and it 
may be possible to get wheelchair access at least to view into this attractive area.  

Photographs  
 

      
Path down to main track (1)          View up small glen (2) 
 
 
 
 
 
Sketches  

1 – Clear new planting and re-instate path 
2 – Clear fallen trees and clean pool and brick sluice 
3 – Flatten area and instate bench 
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 07 – Mixing / Press  House 
Architectural Potential Low 
Only brick revetment survives on west side of track.   
Structural Integrity/Condition Moderate/high 
Brickwork in good condition. 
Vegetation Cover High 
New planting of trees along south – north pathway.  Vegetation in small glen unmanaged. 
Access (Disabled Access) Currently none 
Trees planted up entire length of sloping access path. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Moderate/high 

Removal of new trees – new path – viewing platform – clearance of glen 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Low 

Photographic survey after removal of vegetation. 
Interpretation Potential  Moderate 
Area shows alteration of natural landscape for industrial use. 
Priority Moderate 
Extends path network and adds interest to glen walk. 
 
Suggested Actions  

• Remove new planted trees on path (1) 
• Restore gently graded path (1) 
• Create viewing platform (3) 
• Install bench 
• Remove fallen trees in glen 
• Clear debris from pool 
• Small signage (include warning about pool) 

Suggested Uses  
An opportunity to create an enjoyable picnic area and natural history interpretation zone. 
 
 

                      Additional Structures not included in full assessment   
 

Site 07a (1888) ‘Charcoal, Saltpetre & Brimstone Store’ (1928) not annotated  

Not assessed, little now remains.  

Site 09 (1888) ‘Expense Magazine and Charge House’ (1928) ‘Charge House & 
Expense Magazine’  

Little to be seen within an area of level ground that is defined to N, W and S by a shallow 
blast containment cut.  

Site 13/13a (1888) ‘Shed’ (1928) ‘Miscellaneous store’  

The site of building 13 or 13A, there are some masonry remains, brick-built, terraced back 
into the hillside but very little to be seen. 
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    Structure 16 -  ‘Engine and Boiler House’ Mill 7(1888) ‘Mills (4)’  (1928)   
 
Site 16 (1888) ‘Engine and Boiler House’ (part of ‘Mill No.7’) (1928) part of ‘Mills 

(4)  

This is a fairly extensive area within which there are occasional remains of individual 
structures, but for the most part these have entirely been cleared away.  The principal 
exception is the free-standing masonry lower section of a large chimney. This is square in 
plan and built of squared rubblework. The individual stones are stugged and detailed with 
narrow, tooled margins at the arris.  The base is cubic in form.  The upper corners have been 
cut away to a slightly indented curvature. These run up to the substantial base course of the 
chimney itself.  This is circular in plan and consists of individual stones detailed to a bold 
rounded nosing profile.  On the N side of the structure is the original flue-access hole.    

Until recently this structure had trees growing in it and the masonry fabric is now badly 
distorted and some of the rounded base stones on the N side and masonry below, have now 
fallen.  The entirety of the feature has been fairly aggressively pointed up in cement that is 
now clearly failing.    
 
Lying on the ground, immediately adjacent to the base, is a single lintel that is detailed with a 
central raised panel within which is incised No 7 : 1863 [i.e. Mill No.7].  

This area of land drops off down to the river to the E and it is clear that if it weren’t for the 
spindles throughout this area, that it would have a wonderful open aspect looking to the other 
side of the glen, with the trees profiled against the skyline opposite.  This is clearly a focal 
point within the area of the walks and could be considerably enhanced by judicious clearance, 
or used as ‘heritage node’ cum picnic area.  

Photographs  
 

   
Central Buildings                                     Central Buildings   (1976)             All that remains today : chimney base 
 
Sketches  

1 – Repair and consolidate chimney base – (capped) 
2 – Clear undergrowth and install benches 
3 – Remove trees to allow uninterrupted views across 
glen. 
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 16 – Mill No 7 /  Mills (4) 
Architectural Potential High 
Last visible remains of Mill structures  
Structural Integrity/Condition Moderate/poor 
Masonry badly distorted and cracked due to trees growing out of the top of the chimney.   
Vegetation Cover Moderate 
There is much ground cover to the west including several exotic plantings.  Line of tree 
divides area from track way to east. 
Access (Disabled Access) Easy  
Track leads from main pathway to area, however path is informal and muddy.  No indication of 
access. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Moderate/high 

Re-building of chimney base – capping chimney base.  Clearance of undergrowth – removal of 
trees to east. 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

High 

Photographic survey – drawing survey of the chimney. 
Interpretation Potential  High 
Area can be central focus for both leisure and interpretation. 
Priority High 
One of few visible and recognisable remains of Gunpowder Mills.  Deteriorating rapidly. 
 
 
Suggested Actions  

• Take down and re-build chimney base sympathetically 
• Clear undergrowth and remove inappropriate trees 
• Install benches 
• Remove trees to allow view to east (3) 
• Provide sign from main path 
• Interpretation panel at chimney to continue story of Gunpowder Mills 
• Create picnic areas 

Suggested Uses  
This area along with areas 26 and 28 can form the heart of this project, providing an 
easily accessible area for recreation and interpretation for all ages and abilities,   
picnic areas, seating and areas of open ground. 
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    Structure 20  -  ‘Charcoal Cylinders’ (1888) ‘Retort House’  (1928)   
 
Site 20  (1888) ‘Charcoal Cylinders’ (1928) ‘Retort House’; 20 ‘Chimney’  

This site is slightly cut into the hillside to the W where there is a gently arcing low masonry 
retaining wall. Within this area there is a free-standing base of a chimney which is rubble-
built, roughly dressed, rising up to a capital which is slightly projecting and squared, upon 
which there is a further course of round-nosed stones that form the base of the chimney itself.  
Looking at its E side, it is clear that this had abutted a building on that side. This is relatively 
well preserved but requires removal of spindles and some isolated consolidation.    

Photographs  
 

     
 1880s photograph of structure – note Eskhill House in distance.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sketches  
 

 
 
1 – Consolidate wall 
2 – Consolidate chimney 
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 20 – Retort House 
Architectural Potential Moderate 
Chimney base and retaining wall still visible. 
Structural Integrity/Condition Moderate/high 
Structures are in good condition but require consolidation. 
Vegetation Cover Moderate 
Within area of self seeded trees. 
Access (Disabled Access) Moderate 
Easily accessible through trees, though limited disabled access. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Moderate 

Consolidation - signage 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Moderate 

Photographic survey and drawn record. 
Interpretation Potential  Moderate 
A small plaque with name and function of structure and possibly photograph (note graffiti). 
Priority Low 
Can be seen as an addition to the picnic area once established. 
Suggested Actions  

• Consolidate and re-point sandstone masonry 
• Small interpretation plaque 
• Formalised path from picnic area to structure 

Suggested Uses  
None 
 

                     Additional Structure/Areas  not included in full assessment   
Site 20 (additional) (1888) ‘Sheds’; ‘Cottage’; ‘Stables’ (1928) ‘Retort House’  

There is little now to be seen in this area other than a level platform and a cutting back into 
the rising ground to the W.  Here there are brick-built retaining walls with detailed weaver 
holes. These still stand to the S W to over 2m in height.    

Historic planting : wellingtonia (opposite site 23 to its E)  

Just to the SE of site 23 on the opposite side of the road is a felled trunk of a sequoia / giant 
redwood / wellingtonia.  This appears in early photographs of the works and may have been 
planted as part of the experimentation with differing types of wood required in the processing 
of gunpowder. The tree had been dead for some time and was felled within the last six months 
– 2006.   The felled trunk could possibly be utilised for park facilities, furniture, etc.    

Access road to Eskhill House  

Formerly the home of the owners/managers of the Mills. There is a well preserved track 
slightly cut into the hillside running off to the NW from the general area of the works 
(between sites 23 and 38) up to Eskhill House mansion house; the access continues along the 
SW side of the mansion house and its walled garden.  Both are out-with Midlothian Council’s 
ownership.  

There are remains of a beech hedge, heavily overgrown with hawthorns and so on, bounding 
the NE side of the track.  There are some traces in areas of cobbling and metalling.  Perhaps 
the little bands of cobbling are to do with drainage.  Towards its low end the track retains 
sections of sandstone retaining walls on the up-slope side. This is rubble built, although this is 
very largely collapsed and the remaining sections themselves are quite distorted. 
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    Structure 22   -  ‘Canister Shed’ (1888)  ‘Laboratory ’ (1928)   
 

Site 22  (1888) ‘Canister Shed’ / ‘Office’ (1928) ‘Laboratory’ / ‘Offices and Women’s 
Change House’  

All that now remains of this group, at the side of the road, is a single corner stone in the form 
of a small boulder.  This has an incised inscription, 1859, below which is J.H & J.M. The ‘&’ 
seems to be slightly damaged.    

Photographs  
 

     
Corner Stone - 1859 and the initials of John Hay and John Merricks – (see bottom left) 
                         
 
 
 22 - Laboratory 
Architectural Potential None 
Entire structure demolished although cornerstone still existing. 
Structural Integrity/Condition None 
 
Vegetation Cover High 
 
Access (Disabled Access) N/A 
 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Moderate 

Clearance around cornerstone – signage. 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Low 

Photographic survey 
Interpretation Potential  High 
The incised inscription dated 1859 with the letters JH and JM refers to John Hay and John Merricks 
(the founders of the Roslin Gunpowder Mills). 
Priority High 
Very easy to clear and display this stone.  Visible from track. 
 
Suggested Actions  

• Clear area around the stone 
• Indent path to stone 
• Small interpretation plaque describing Merricks and Hay 

Suggested Uses  
Point of interest 
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    Structure 26   -  ‘6 New Steam Mill’ (1888)  ‘Steam Mills (6)’ (1928)   
 

Site 26  (1888) ‘6 New Steam Mills’   (1926) ‘Mills (6)’  

Almost all that now remains of what had been a substantial river-side mill complex is the 
lower part of the river-side frontage. This is brick-built and divided into bays by projecting 
pilasters or piers. There also survive paired masonry bases for the central machinery to drive 
the mills on either side.  

The structure presently forms what is effectively a riverside terrace and as such is eminently 
usable as a recreational area.  
 
Photographs 26 – Steam Mills 
 

     
New Steam Mills – 1886                                             View to north along terrace (note tree at end)    
 

     
   And what remains today 
 
 
                     
 
Sketches  

1 – Relay paving slabs, remove trees and clear area to 
west. 
2 – revise path – with steps – ensure alternative access 
from south 
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 26 – Steam Mills 
Architectural Potential High 
Both terrace and foundations of the central machinery still visible. 
Structural Integrity/Condition High 
The surviving foundations are in good condition, however the modern interventions require repair. 
Vegetation Cover Low 
Trees to riverside and unmanaged undergrowth to the west (towards site 28) 
Access (Disabled Access) Moderate/difficult 
Route from west down steep muddy slope is dangerous.  Route from south is unmarked and not 
visible. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Moderate 

Re-paving – tree/vegetation clearance – interpretation plaque – formalised paths 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Low 

Photographic survey 
Interpretation Potential  High 
Part of interpretation of Mill complex along with site 16 and site 28 introducing the modern 
technology. 
Priority Moderate/low 
This site can be developed after initial works on paths and consolidation of area 28   
 
Suggested Actions  

• Clear area around engine mount 
• Remove trees on river edge (causing damage to pathway and obscuring visual impact) 
• Re-pave terrace 
• Create steps for path to west 
• Clear undergrowth towards site 28 
• Small interpretation panel 
• Formalise path entrance from south 

Suggested Uses  
Interpretation area – picnic area – allows views down river – can introduce information 
about natural heritage. 
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    Structure 28   -  ‘Mill No.3 (1888)  ‘Mills (2) Engine House’ (1928)   
 
Site 28  (1888) ‘Mill No.3’ (1928) ‘Mills (2)’; 28a ‘Engine House’  

Presently consists of parts of the lower storey of a mill building.  This level had been semi-
subterranean, its surviving remains consisting of masonry walls built against the surrounding 
soil to the N, W and S and still standing in most areas to about 2m or more.    

Within the area defined by these walls there are a series of subterranean openings that extend 
down into a network of stone-walled water courses.  The principal channel that runs N/S is 
evidently the Nwards continuation of the lade that leads from the weir (see site 49).  Within 
the area of the mill interior the principal channel clearly runs down into a mill-wheel pit.  At 
its upstream side (to the S) the curved profile of the masonry wheel housing is clearly 
apparent.  Also apparent at this point is that the original wheel diameter had clearly been 
increased and the masonry housing correspondingly deepened and widened. Just before the 
wheel there is what appears to have been a sluice and a channel leading off in the direction of 
the river (E).  At this point there seems also to have been an overflow system – a secondary 
parallel channel skirting the wheel chamber on its E side.  To the N of the wheel chamber the 
channels rejoin and enter a further section of stone-vaulted channelling.  A little way within 
the continuing lade there is a branch off to the E.  

This is clearly a significant surviving feature of the mill complex and the system of water 
channels both sophisticated and fascinating.  The ruin as it remains requires considerable 
stabilisation and consolidation. The exterior walls, which in areas are unstable and root-
damaged, require general consolidation and capping.  The water channels within require 
general consolidation.  Of particular concern is the walling separating the wheel chamber 
from the channel on its E side, part of which is in a state of collapse or imminent collapse.  

Careful consideration would need to be made as how to present this area or even to permit 
access.  The water channels might be safely viewable if overlain by an openwork iron grille.  

Photographs 28 – Mills (2) – Underground Lade 
 

   
General view to north – 1978       Current view to east.                    South lade 
 

    
Within wheel pit                            Inside north lade                          Collapse of lade wall in Wheel pit 
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Sketches  
1 – In general – remove all trees and vegetation from 
area, remove fence and repair/consolidate walls. 
2 – Stairs leading into lade.  Onto level surface with 
fencing  
3 – Grid over lades, steel grid in lade tunnels. (though 
visible) 

 
 
 
 28 – Mills (2) – Underground Lade 
Architectural Potential High 
Important for understanding the hydrology, technology and power systems of the mills. 
Structural Integrity/Condition Poor 
Walls badly damaged with both vegetation and tree growth and water damage. 
Vegetation Cover High 
Trees surround the sunken feature and grow within.  Whole area completely overgrown. 
Access (Disabled Access) None  
Two fences and undergrowth designed to prevent access (it is clear however that this only 
encourages inappropriate access. It is essential that measures are taken to create responsible and 
controlled access. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

High 

Repair and re-build – tree and vegetation clearance – fencing and safety features – stairs – 
signage. 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

High 

Photographic survey – drawn survey - interpretation 
Interpretation Potential  High 
This area has the ability to create the correct atmosphere for interpreting the technology used in 
these mills.  A single signboard explaining the features can act in conjunction with areas 16 and 26. 
Priority Moderate 
This area is significant to understanding the mill complex but deteriorating rapidly.  A programme of 
consolidation and interpretation is required, which needs careful design and consideration. 
Suggested Actions  

• Remove all trees and vegetation both internally and externally 
• Take down and re-build retaining walls 
• Take down and re-build wheel pit division wall 
• Clear out to fully functioning the lade tunnels 
• Install 70cm high steel post and wire fence around top of feature 
• Install wooden stairs to allow but control access 
• Clear and level area within feature 
• Steel post and wire fence to discourage further access to lades. 
• Cover lades with mesh 
• Install steel grates within lade tunnels 
• Interpretation panel explaining technology 

Suggested Uses  
Part of the interpretation of Gunpowder Mills in association with areas 16 and 26.  By 
formalising access into structure via a stair and by closing off access to the lades the area 
is made safe and provides a focal point for the main recreation area. 
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      Structure 35   -  ‘Upper Corning & Glazing House’ (1888)  
‘Green Charge House’ (1928)   

 
Site 35 (1888) ‘Upper Corning & Glazing House’   (1928) ‘Green Charge House’  

Situated upon the lade this structure is defined by masonry walls to each side. This structure is 
heavily built into the steep riverside scarp to the W.  A short section of retaining wall runs off 
against this scarp on the S side of the structure; this is in a very unstable condition and was 
currently undergoing reconstruction and repair following removal of vegetation at the time of 
the site visit.  

Access to the structure is by means of opposed entrances to the N and S, off-set to the E.  The 
N, E and S walls survive complete, a height of some 3.5m – 4.0m; the Wall to the W rises to 
about 6m. There are remains of stone flooring visible within.  

These walls enclose a space that is roughly square in plan and within which had been 
constructed what appears to have been a secondary structure of brick (impressed mark - 
WHITEHILL). The remains of the latter consist of N and S walls that abut the retaining wall 
to the W and extend Ewards where they return in line with the jambs of the outer entrances. 
These returns extend for a short distance before terminating at vertical jambs. These brick 
walls rise to a sloping wall head that indicates a single-pitched roof structure sloping down to 
the E.  There is a corresponding fillet of masonry against the side of the E masonry wall.    

The brick walls to the N and S each contain a wide window opening, above and below each of 
which there are paired ventilation holes (i.e. 4 on each side).  

The 1888 plan indicates this structure also spanned the lade itself and within this area it is 
clear that there survives considerable evidence for this former arrangement.  On the lade walls 
corresponding to the points where the outer walls of the structure must have crossed there are 
springing stones for stone-built arches (to the SE one still actually projects).  In the standing E 
wall (W side of the lade) there are various features including a large blocked central opening 
that is clearly suggestive of the former presence of a mill-wheel.  There are a number of other 
interventions that are clearly secondary.  

Photographs 35 – Green charge House 
 

       
    View of building to south                View of building to north 
Sketches  

1 – Repair and consolidate walls (remove vegetation and 
overhanging trees) 
2 – Rebuild and restore path and protect from slippage. 
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 35 – Green charge House 
Architectural Potential High 
Much of the structure still standing.  Must be passed through on walk.   
Structural Integrity/Condition Moderate 
West wall is acting as retaining wall for cliff but is ‘buttressed’ by side walls.  East wall is free 
standing and leaning towards river.  Cement pointing and render is causing damage to sandstone. 
Vegetation Cover Low 
Although low, trees in west face are causing damage to structure. 
Access (Disabled Access) Easy (No access) 
As stairs are required at both ends of this path wheelchair access is impossible. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Moderate/high 

Repair of west walls and tieing into cliff face - Interpretation – roofing – tieing in east wall to main 
structure. 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Moderate 

Photographic survey and drawn record 
Interpretation Potential  Moderate 
Enclosed area lends itself to interpretation if roof provides shelter. 
Priority Moderate  
Emergency repairs only due to present public access. 
 
Suggested Actions  

• Re-point and repair stone work 
• Tie east wall into structure 
• Consider re-roofing 
• Small interpretation plaque 
• Restore path to south 
• If roofed provide seating area 

Suggested Uses  
Suitable for sheltered/seating area 
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Structure 36   -  ‘Non-Explosive Store’ (1888)  ‘Press house’ (1928)   
 

Site 36 (1888) ‘Miscellaneous and Non-Explosive Store’   (1928) ‘Press house 
(cartridge)’  

Described in 1928 as a Press House, this building is possibly the same structure that is 
marked on the 1888 plan in about this position, or perhaps a replacement.  Surviving is a well 
preserved small brick-built structure that is rectangular in plan.  It is sited between the course 
of the lade and the steep scarp above the river itself.  There is evidence that the structure had 
had a wooden porch at the solitary entrance on the W elevation. The rear elevation to the E 
contains a single window.    

There survive beyond the ends of the structure to N and S ‘traverses’.  These are formed with 
tapering corrugated iron sides contained by stout iron framing and had evidently been soil-
filled – a protective measure against blasts.    

These are unusual and interesting constructions that graphically illustrate the nature of the 
works.  This ensemble should be carefully conserved.  The traverses, though complete, 
require repair and removal of vegetation.  

 
Photographs 36 – Press House (cartridge) 
 

     
Through the trees – Building 36 and the corrugated iron protective baffles. 
 
Sketches  

1 – Clear space for interpretation plaque 
2 – Clear self seeded trees and allow view of structure. – 
consider preservation of corrugated iron. 
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 36 – Press House (cartridge) 
Architectural Potential Low 
Small inconspicuous building. 
Structural Integrity/Condition Low/moderate 
Observation shows the building to be still standing, however the corrugated iron blast proofing is in 
a parlous state. 
Vegetation Cover High  
Hardly visible from path due to self seeded trees.  Structure overgrown. 
Access (Disabled Access) None 
Only visible from path. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Moderate 

Clear vegetation – clear visual path to structure – small signage by path – corrugated iron 
restoration. 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Low 

Photographic survey 
Interpretation Potential  High 
Interpretation panel can talk of important role of women in the process. 
Priority Low 
Can wait for final interpretation phase 
 
Suggested Actions  

• Clear trees to structure 
• Clear vegetation from structure 
• Repair corrugated iron 
• Small interpretation plaque by path 

Suggested Uses  
None 
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Structure 38   -  ‘Saltpetre & Black Lead Store’ (1888)  ‘Store’ (1928)   
 
Site 38 (1888) ‘Saltpetre & Black Lead Store below’   (1928) ‘Store’  

Nothing now survives of this other than a built-up mound at the junction of the access path up 
to the mansion and the access road.   Although it appears on the most recent OS map as a 
standing structure. 
 
 38 - Store 
Architectural Potential N/A 
Although shown on map, structure completely missing. 
Structural Integrity/Condition N/A 
 
Vegetation Cover N/A 
 
Access (Disabled Access) N/A 
 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

N/A 

 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

N/A 

 
Interpretation Potential  N/A 
 
Priority N/A 
 
 
Suggested Actions  

 
Suggested Uses  
 
Photographs  
 
None – Building is no longer visible. 
Sketches  

1 – Building has been completely removed 
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Structure 45    -  ‘Upper Dust House’ (1888)  ‘Miscellaneous Store’ (1928)   
 
Site 45 (1888) ‘Upper Dust House’   (1928) ‘Miscellaneous Store’  

Site 45 consists of structural remains that are situated within a fairly constrained blast 
containment cut. Of all such similar structures at Roslin Glen this is the best preserved.  
Within the cut there are the wall footings of a rectangular building built of sandstone 
rubblework, still standing about 1.5m high to the rear (W) and about 0.5m in height to the E.  
It is located on raised ground that is accessed from the NE by a ramp that is partly built into 
the hillside and retained by brick-built masonry. This rises up and angles around, leading to a 
path that runs up the N side of the building.  The path is edged with concrete borders and 
there are one or two steps visible at the surface as one goes along the side of the building.    

Along the E side of the building, just beyond, there is a further retaining wall that still stands 
about 1.5m in height and bounds the access road.  This is brick-built and slightly battered.    
 

 

Plate 2: Plan of 1888 : up-stream zone : sites 35, 45-47 and 49-50 

The site is little overgrown. It is very open and could very easily be consolidated and 
presented to the public. There is also a very good E-facing aspect over the glen and with the 
removal of a few spindles beyond could be opened out to quite an effective vista.    

Inscription of 1815  

On an outcropping section of sandstone immediately to the S of site 45 there is carved into the 
rock-face in very tall letters the date 1815. This must have been cut in commemoration of the 
Battle of Waterloo for which the Roslin powder mills supplied much of their product.    

This is self-evidently one of the more individually significant cultural remains within the site 
area; it tells a very particular tale.  
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Photographs 45 - Store 
 

      
Building 45 – 1930s                     Commemoration of Waterloo to south of Building 45 
 

      
Building 45 – curved stair up to platform          Interior of structure 
 
 
 
Sketches  

1 – Reinstate stairs 
2 – Clear out interior, terram and gravel.  Consolidate 
walls.  Install bench. 
3 – Remove trees to ensure view across glen. 
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 45 - Store 
Architectural Potential High 
Enough of structure extant to allow for interpretation. 
Structural Integrity/Condition High 
Sandstone wall and brickwork are both in good condition. 
Vegetation Cover Low 
 
Access (Disabled Access) Easy (potentially easy) 
Existing ramp up to structure could be widened to allow wheelchair access. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Moderate 

Clear and widen access ramp -  repair and point walls – clear and gravel interior - remove trees to 
east - signage 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Moderate 

Photographic survey and drawn survey 
Interpretation Potential  High 
Site provides elevated view and discreet area for small interpretation sign. 
Priority Low 
Site is not in any danger and can be added at final phase. 
 
Suggested Actions  

• Clear and widen stairs/ramp 
• Clear out interior to level surface terram and gravel 
• Consolidate and re-point walls 
• Install bench 
• Install small signage plaque 
• Remove trees to east 
 

Suggested Uses  
Picnic and seating area 
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Structure 46    -  ‘Upper Press  House’ (1888)  ‘Watch House’ (1928)   
 
Site 46 (1888) ‘Upper Press House’   (1928) ‘Watch House’  

Site 46 consists of a fairly constricted blast containment cut that is flanked to N and S by 
large masonry retaining walls that rise to about 3m in height.  These are built of roughly-
tooled rubble sandstone, slightly finer tooled stones at the angles.  There is an obvious 
platform within but no standing remains of a structure.  

The flanking walls display some structural movement relating to vegetation growth.  There is 
new growth on the walls that would need to come off, and the stone itself has perished largely 
on account of having been pointed up fairly aggressively in cement.  A number of the stones 
have decayed rapidly as a result.  These walls could be relatively easily consolidated in 
appropriate materials, lime etc.    
 
Photographs 46 – Watch House 
 

                       
Rebuild from 1924 explosion                              North Buttress – showing cement erosion 
 

                         
South Buttress – showing cement erosion          General view of cut to north 
  
Sketches  

1 – Remove cement and re-point.  Consolidate 
stonework.  Remove unwanted vegetation. 
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 46 – Watch House 
Architectural Potential High 
Massive sandstone revetting buttresses are impressive. 
Structural Integrity/Condition Low/moderate 
Cement pointing has caused extreme damage to the sandstone 
Vegetation Cover Moderate 
Small self seeded trees on sandstone revetments.  Undergrowth within blast containment 
cut. 
Access (Disabled Access) Easy  
Visible from main path. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Moderate 

Re-pointing of stonework – repair/replace rotted sandstone – removal of self seeded trees 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Low 

Photographic survey 
Interpretation Potential  Low 
A small plaque with name and function of structure. 
Priority Low 
 
 
Suggested Actions  

• Rake out and replace cement pointing 
• Replace and repair sandstone 
• Remove self seeded trees 
• Small signage plaque 

Suggested Uses  
None 
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Structure 47    -  ‘Upper Green Charge House & Watch House’ (1888)  
‘Miscellaneous Stores’ (1928)   

 
Site 47 (1888) ‘Upper Green Charge House’ and ‘Watch House’                          

(1928) ‘Miscellaneous Stores’  

Site 47 consists of the remains of a structure that is cut back into the hillside to the N and 
perched above a precipice to the S, immediately above the river.  What now remains is of two 
phases.  The earlier phase consists of a rectangular building that is built directly into the 
hillside.  On its N side the N and W retaining walls of a brick-built extension also survive.  
These walls stand to up to 3m in height. The return walls of the masonry built building are 
clearly visible but the E wall has now entirely gone.  

There are spindles growing in this area but the light is so superb as it filters through the trees 
as viewed from the approach to the N that it is suggested these be retained.  However it may 
be possible improve the immediate view over the water by allowing closer access to the edge, 
but fenced appropriately.  

The access track immediately below site 47 angles down to a bridge and there is a small 
section of brick paving carefully set within this section of road.    

 
Photographs 47 - Store 
 

     
View to 47 -  Showing that nature knows best. 
 
Sketches  

1 – re-point and consolidate walls 
2 – Remove current fence, replace towards edge, 
allowing trees to form uninterrupted backdrop but also 
allow access to view up glen. 
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 47 - Store 
Architectural Potential Low 
The west wall is visible but does not add to interpretation. 
Structural Integrity/Condition Moderate 
Sandstone and brick needs to be re-pointed and tied into cliff face. 
Vegetation Cover High 
Line of small trees (birch) runs to east 
Access (Disabled Access) Easy  
Would allow view to south up glen. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Low 

Repair wall – remove present fence – gravel out to edge 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

Low 

Photographic survey 
Interpretation Potential  High 
View up glen can be described including site 50 and weir. 
Priority Low 
No threat, can wait until final phase 
 
Suggested Actions  

• Remove current fence  
• Insert low visibility steel post and wire fence behind current tree line 
• Repair walls 
• Small interpretation panel 
 

Suggested Uses  
Viewing platform up Glen and over weir 
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Structure 49    -  ‘Mill No.4’ (1888)  ‘Mills (2) & ‘Water wheel House’ (1928)   
 
Site 49  (1888) ‘Mill No.4’ and associated water system (1928) Mills (2) and 49a 

‘Water wheel House’  

a. Weir and lade entrance  

Just upstream of the site 49 mill complex there is a substantial weir.  At the N end of this weir 
there is a masonry-built inlet to a lade – the principal lade for the mill site.  The W side of this 
is cut into bedrock whereas the E side is formed of substantial blocks of droved, tooled 
sandstone.    

The lade entrance is now blocked off and in-filled with modern engineering brickwork which 
contains a sluice and metal sluice gate.  There is an iron gangway above.  There has been 
some consolidation to the W in concrete against the rock face.    

The lade runs northwards to the mill site.  It branches at the point where a bridge crosses over.  

b. Lade bridge  

The bridge is a two-arched construction formed of simple barrel vaults, a larger arch to the W 
and a smaller one to the E.  The arches themselves are of dressed stone, roughly tooled.  The 
walls and parapet are of squared rubblework construction and there are slightly projecting 
heavy copes with angled tops, all roughly dressed.  Within the larger arch there is the remains 
of a sluice gate, the jambs on either side with their sockets still survive. Part of the sluice 
woodwork also remains but recent flood damage has broken this away to some extent.  
Further parts of the woodwork are now lying within the lade further on.  

The smaller arched opening corresponds to a smaller branch of the lade that runs through into 
the site 49 mill itself.    

There is an entrance to the E within a bridge parapet with steps going down to the mill site.  
The steps themselves and the parapet as it runs further to the S are both of relatively recent 
construction.  The 1888 plan shows this to have been the site of a pre-existing stair of similar 
form, though presumably of stone.  

c. E lade branch to the site 49 mill  

After the bridge the lade branch that runs to the mill has sides of neatly squared, roughly-
tooled blocks of sandstone. This arcs round to the side of the mill itself and as it curves there 
is a stone-lined overflow channel back to the river to the E.  In some areas the floor of the 
channel is flag-stoned and in others it is of concrete.    

d. Site 49 mill building  

The mill building itself is very well preserved although roofless; all of its walls survive to 
wall head height. The walls are built of roughly dressed, squared sandstone rubblework, lime 
bedded.  Although rectangular in plan the building is of curious detail.  It is bisected by the 
route of the mill lade itself and there are consequently two gable walls and two internal cross 
walls, the latter on either side of the lade. The latter rise to coped heads and, in spite of the 
early plans that show the structure as a single building, it seems they were two separate, 
though inter-related structures.  

The cross walls were clearly intended to support the mill wheel.  As the lade runs down into 
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this cavity there is a sluice immediately above and then curved-profile stonework running 
down into the mill wheel cavity.  Although stonework above, the lower walling on either side 
within the cavity are brick-faced, indicating secondary modification.  There are opposed arch-
headed openings within which the drive shafts and apparatus supporting the mill wheel had 
been set.  These openings have also seen modification, the actual bearing stones supporting 
the shaft having been raised up by about six inches or so and patched around with brickwork.  
Evidently this evidence for modification related to the installation of a mill wheel of larger 
diameter than the original.  The curving base of the lade, as it enters this area, has also clearly 
been dropped and one can see the original profile of the cavity where this has been dressed 
back, particularly on the W side.    

The eastern half of the mill structure is built up over the bank of the river and there is a 
projecting plinth upon which the main part of the building was built.  The E gable wall rises 
up to wall head height, but there is no gable.  There has been much consolidation or 
reconstruction of the wall head in brickwork and it is possible that it may have been gabled 
originally but this has been taken down as part of a secondary modification.  A tar substance 
coats the interior walls and should be retained for analysis.  

The eastern compartment, which is roughly square in plan, had broad openings to N and S.  It 
is not entirely clear because of obscuring vegetation whether the jambs of these have been 
taken back or whether this is the original detail.  It appears that there had been an access 
through the internal cross walls between the two chambers on either side of the lade; there are 
narrow openings offset to the N which clearly had some sort of bridging arrangement over the 
lade.  

In the W wall of the eastern chamber, there are a series of blockings and patchings.  These 
relate to the insertion of a very substantial and strong iron-framed floor.  There are two 
principal, E/W I-beam joists and there are lesser diagonals running out from each corner.  All 
of these have now been cut back. Higher up in the internal cross walls there is also a socket 
that has been cut in to support an iron drive shaft within iron seatings and then packed around 
with brickwork.  Both of these works (floor structure and shaft) are clearly secondary and 
probably relating to the refurbishment of the mill wheel by the looks of the surviving remains 
of late 19th century date.    

The two internal cross walls rise up to gabled copes.  These are of flat stoned, droved, tooled 
detail. Actually it seems that these are two inner gable ends, each facing on to the mill lade 
itself.  There doesn’t seem to have been a roof spanning between the two.    

The western chamber contains many details seen to the E, such as the same secondary floor 
structure with substantial ironwork still surviving, and the upper drive shaft.  Here the interior 
is fairly clear of vegetation and over much of the area a concrete floor can be seen.  This 
contains various sockets, seatings and impressions of the milling apparatus that must have 
been here.  This must also again relate to this secondary phase of construction of the late 19th 
century.    

The W gable wall is very notable in that it doesn’t have a gabled head, rather it rises up to a 
squared head. This is a particular and unusual detail and obviously has a very specific 
explanation that is not presently apparent.  The western part of the building has similar but 
better-preserved broad entrances; these appear to be part of the original design and detail.    

There are extensive traces of exterior limewash on the structure, particularly on the W gable 
wall.  
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e. Main mill lade downstream of the bridge  

The main part of the lade emerges from beneath the larger arch of the bridge and continues 
running northwards. The lade sides are partly cut into the sandstone to the north and are lined 
generally with squared rubble retaining walls.    

The lade dog-legs to the E at a sluice.  Much of this area of the system is constructed of brick 
and would thus appear to be secondary.  Following the dog-leg the lade continues to the N 
within a more constricted channel course to the point where it rejoins the Eern channel 
(coming from the mill).  
 
f. Lade from the mill  

As it emerges from the mill the Eern branch of the mill lade angles to the NNW.  At this point 
there is a sluice on its E side and an overflow to the river immediately beyond.  Parts of the 
walling of the latter have been scoured away by river action.  Continuing to the NNW the lade 
is joined by the Wern branch and then shortly thereafter arcs round to the N.  

Photographs 49 – Waterwheel Mill 
 

    
building 49 – 1929 (note waterwheel between two structures     Current view 2006 
 

     
View into eastern structure                   Ruined lade 
 

     
Ruined Lade to north                            View beneath small bridge (west)        View up wheel pit to north 
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Large west wall (external)                    Interior (west building) to east              Interior (west building) to west 
        
Sketches  

1 – Record, repair and consolidate walls, remove all 
vegetation and trees.  Clear interior and reinstate a level 
floor surface. 
2 – Consolidate and clear vegetation from east building. 
3 – Consolidate and make watertight the lade system up 
to Y join.  And also allow flow into wheel pit. By opening 
the water sluice this will allow 4 - 6 “ of water to flow.  
Exiting at the overflow. 

 
 49 – Waterwheel Mill 
Architectural Potential High 
Well preserved structure integral to the interpretation and understanding of the whole site.  
Structural Integrity/Condition High 
The structure is in good condition, though does require immediate remedial work. 
Vegetation Cover Low/moderate 
Eastern building totally overgrown – western building has trees in wall head. 
Access (Disabled Access) Easy (none) 
Stairs down currently makes wheelchair access impossible. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

High 

Repair of walls – repair of lade – signage – fencing 
Requirements for 
archaeology 

High 

Photographic survey – drawn survey – historic records 
Interpretation Potential  High 
Important structure being the last surviving complete building for Gunpowder Mills – possibly 
earliest. 
Priority High 
Essential that a flagship project provides a focus for further work. 
 
Suggested Actions  

• Repair and consolidate walls 
• Consider roofing with wood and slate to tie structure together  
• Repair three sides of lade 
• Install steel posts and wire fence on sides of lade 
• Allow water to flow in lade 
• Insert steel wire to block door into wheel pit 
• Clear, grade and gravel area bounded by lade 
• Install bench 
• Install signage 
• Consider re-instatement of water wheel 

Suggested Uses  
Interpretation Centre – shelter – Ranger Station. 
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Structure 50    - ‘Mill No. 5’ and ‘Mill No.6’ (1888) ‘Mills (6)’ (1928)   
 
Site 50  (1888) ‘Mill No. 5’ and ‘Mill No.6’   (1928) ‘Mills (6)’  

Two sections of masonry walls survive to about 1.5m in height along the riverside.  One to 
the NW appears to have been a riverside wall; this contains a broad opening with slots on the 
opposing jambs perhaps to contain anti-flood boards during high water.  As much is 
confirmed by the 1888 plan that shows a lade channel running through this gap.  The second 
wall appears to have been the NW gable wall of ‘Mill No. 5’.  

Along the NW side of the present path the area of site 50 is bounded by a brick-built wall that 
still stands to a height of about 1.0m.    

Next to the site of ‘Mill No.6’ can be seen a very substantial concrete base with iron 
fixings for the support of a substantial mechanical fixture.  
 
Photographs 50 -  Mills (6) 
 

     
Incorporating Mills (6) – 1976                                      Current view 2006  
 
Sketches  

1  –  Create new path along fence line 
2 – Consolidate walls and open area of installation of 
bench. 
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 50 -  Mills (6) 
Architectural Potential Low 
Little of original mill survives to allow for re-instatement of architecture. 
Structural Integrity/Condition Low/moderate 
Walls to north require some work 
Vegetation Cover Low/moderate 
 
Access (Disabled Access) Easy  
Extension of present path possible. 
Requirements for 
consolidation 

Moderate 

Path – repair existing walls – signage – flat area for recreational use 
Requirements for archaeology Low 
Photographic survey 
Interpretation Potential  Moderate 
Describe weir, narrow glen to north and broad glen to south 
Priority Moderate 
Not essential in first phase but can be easily achieved to build on the work of building 49. 
 
Suggested Actions  

• Path to follow new fence line down to lade 
• Clear area behind existing walling by river 
• Small signage plaque  
• Install bench  
• Consolidate walling 
• Consider safety measures for weir 

 
Suggested Uses  
Picnic area. 
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5.0 Significance of Site 
 
The Gunpowder Mill complex is located within a part of a glen and landscape that is rich in 
Natural and Archaeological Heritage and has the potential to be a significant tourist attraction 
and local resource for Midlothian.  There is no question that with the range and quality of 
both Natural and Heritage resources this area could be a Site of European Quality. 
 
The four main elements of the Roslin Glen are:- 
 

Natural Heritage (ie the River, Geology & Plant and 
Animal Life) 
 
Industrial Heritage (Mill Complex, Bleachfields and 
Carpet Factory)  
 
Pre Industrial Heritage (Prehistoric carvings , 
Medieval Castles and caves, notwithstanding of 
course Rosslyn Chapel)  
 

Local Histories (Historical Photographs & reminiscences)  
 
Figure 5 shows the additional heritage assets that have been recognised in the immediate area  
adding considerably to the experience.  The existing paths networks are also shown to 
highlight the potential for linking resources into a complete network that ensures the area 
benefits from return visits. 
 
The following sections (5.1 - 5.2) are taken from the Tom Addyman (Simpson and Brown) 
account of the site.

 5.1  Impressions 
 
The site visit was of benefit in that personally, having not previously known of or visited the 
site, there were no prior expectations.  The following impressions may shed some light on 
how a visitor for the first time may perceive a visit …  

The initial impression was disappointment (the entrance area, shabby and run-down 
municipal character, not welcoming)  

This was not greatly improved for the first part of the approach, where, with the great cuts 
into the ravine sides were clearly very interesting, but one was disappointed not to be able to 
understand more.  

As further of these rock-cut features appeared a feeling of slight intrigue began to form.  

As one progressed further the beauty of the woodland setting became more apparent and 
special, with glimpses down to the river and to the ravine top with trees silhouetted against 
the sky …  

Opening out into area 16 was again disappointing – it is clearly the product of post-industrial 
clearance; it is not natural; but now has no form.  The mature woodland setting gives way to 
an area of scruffy scrub, willow-herb and areas of brambly undergrowth.  A sense of 
disappointment returned.  

Moving beyond this area to the S, the main route to the bridges became increasingly attractive 
once again; many points of historic and landscape interest.  
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Spirits were raised sharply as one neared the bend above the weir.  A sense of anticipation 
with the growing sound of falling water.  

Splendid views of water open up and glimpses down the glen.  As one rounds the corner 
excitement increases greatly as the network of waterways, the bridges and the mill ruin 
appear.  

In this area one really ‘gets into the site’ and appreciates how special a place it is.  Regret that 
the waterways are derelict and the mill ruin is not better utilised.  

The good mood is further enhanced as one explores this area and then crosses the river – 
opening out into the light once again ; enjoyment of sunlight…  

The way back along the side of the lade – disappointment at the collapse and dereliction  but 
at the same time fascination at the monument, the system and the various ruined buildings one 
encounters along the way (sites 35 and 36); also enjoyment once again of the mature woods 
and glimpses of the ravine, river and trees against the sky-line.  

By the time one loops back to area 16 the mood is much happier and there is a degree of 
excitement…  

The site 28, helps as yet another interesting stopping point, mysteries contained in the caverns 
below …  

Most enjoyable walk out back to the entrance.  Slight annoyance about being suddenly thrust 
straight onto a busy main road.  

One leaves with the feeling that there is still much to explore – paths running beyond in other 
directions, etc. In spite of all the problems with the site there was a feeling that a return visit 
would still be very rewarding  

5.2 ‘Intangibles’ and discussion  
 

Intangibles – the sense of place  
 
This part of Roslin Glen has a brooding presence, a slightly subterranean mood, very 
evocative but a little hard to pin down … perhaps an important perception to keep in mind 
when developing an approach to dealing with the site.  The depth of the glen encloses; there 
are individual views, vistas, glimpses that are extremely attractive (tantalising glimpses to a 
world of light … but not obtainable from within the dark heart of the site).  There are 
certainly elements of the sublime, an uneasiness. Here one then factors in dark satanic mills – 
and in the case of this site the truth of this is almost literal … the purpose of the manufactory 
can certainly be read as sinister, dark ….    

At points the darker nature of the site is overtly expressed – the date 1815 carved into the 
rock-face explicitly glorifying in military success and the obvious link of the Roslin works 
both to the military establishment and a direct contribution to Waterloo (this is not to ignore 
the specific historic importance of this inscription as a monument).    

This past should not be ignored or glossed over as something slightly embarrassing in this day 
and age, best forgotten. Rather, in order to understand its lessons, the past should be 
confronted and explored … confront the darker side of human nature ….   

There is also the local community; the works were a major employer and generations of local 
people lived, toiled and even died at the manufactory. A fundamental aspect is a strong local 
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identity… despite the nature of the works it also long supported vibrant and successful 
community life … and wealth .. for some.  Perhaps there should be a commemorative plaque 
to the victims of the explosions? 

Interesting is also the fact that one is able to contrast the works site to the nearby Rosslyn 
Chapel and Castle – there is an almost mutually complimentary unsettling aspect to the two 
sites.  The chapel with its esoteric and slightly sinister undertones and mystery (deliberately 
played upon in its presentation); the picturesque but brooding presence of the castle, the 
graveyard between, all a touch dark and unsettling – with, of course, the depths of the glen 
weaving its way around - the constant in the landscape; a constant theme…. romanticism and 
the sublime once again.  

There is also a real poignancy to both sites – the ruined building in the wild landscape ; 
reflection and contemplation, … the failure of human endeavour … memory …    

The sense of place here is both strong and tantalisingly intangible.  

Utility  
 
One of the most fundamentally useful aspects of the surviving remains of the Gunpowder 
works at Roslin Glen is that, despite the loss of 90% of its buildings its underlying 
infrastructure survives essentially in tact.  The major elements of this combine to form a 
‘system’ that had been carefully designed into a constricted landscape and subsequently 
evolved over the 150 year life of the operation. In some respects this system is still fully 
operational as a system of routeways and accesses to all parts of the historic works area.    

Midlothian Council is in some way fortunate that (following the demolitions in the 1970s) it 
is now dealing with a fundamentally useful, accessible and interesting landscape without the 
very onerous task of maintaining and finding a use for many tens of abandoned industrial 
buildings.  The few remnants that survive are inherently interesting and relatively inexpensive 
to repair and maintain, being massively constructed and generally robust.    
 

They are also both wonderfully useful as interpretive aids and picturesque in their own right 
in their now somewhat forlorn state.  The site is excellent in that there are obvious routes 
through, various side-branches and loops, which means there is little repetition and much 
variety of experience.    

There is also a wide variety of possibilities for its use.  There are links to other parts of the 
landscape and to other walks through and beyond.  But the site is also self-contained in its 
own right. The site is almost a nexus from which or within which landscape can be 
experienced and explored.  

It is a wild landscape that could be immeasurably enhanced by very gentle management - a 
light touch is required; it would be so easy to spoil by visual interventions (see the entrance 
area).  

There is just enough surviving at the manufactory site to be of very great interest and 
instruction. The abandoned works are absolutely fascinating, a fascination that grows 
incrementally as one explores.    

The experience of the site has the high-point of the surviving mill complex at the far end - 
including the system of water channels, sluices, etc. and the weir and bridges, as well as the 
ruin of Mill No 4 itself – something really interesting to encounter deep with in the landscape.    
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This point also includes a brief escape into the open air – the site of mill 6, which could not be 
more attractively approached across the present bridge and arcing around the scarp of the 
ravine.  From here there is the picturesque view of weir and mill ruins opposite.  In this area 
these is open level ground – an ideal point to rest, for children to run about in the open, play 
on the shingle shore and to picnic.  

In short this could be a superlative combined outdoors and heritage experience.  At the same 
time it can be low-key in terms of its presentation and, indeed, the investment required to 
enhance its best aspects to superb effect.  

Interpretation and attraction  
 
The fact this had been a gunpowder mill with some dubious aspects to its history has an 
immediate and universal attraction – and everyone likes a good explosion!  The appeal to 
child and adult alike is great and should certainly be played upon if attracting considerable 
numbers of visitors is felt to be the right course.  

As suggested on site a staged approach within an overall master-plan is doubtless the best 
way forward. Gradual successive improvement in itself has many possibilities.  As discussed 
there is great potential for community involvement – conservation volunteers, Thistle Camp 
type projects, slightly more serious conservation training exercises – masonry consolidation 
using traditional materials, particularly lime mortars …  many possibilities.  

First impression  
 
Entry.  The present entrance is also the historic entrance to the site.  I feel it is imperative that 
this should be brought back to close to its original appearance – the entrance lodge and gate 
arrangement has a slightly dual personality that could be played upon.  At first sight it appears 
as a very typical entrance to an attractive designed estate landscape of the 18

th
 or 19

th
 

centuries (effectively it has now become a recreational landscape of exactly this type).  But it 
is in truth a factory entrance to a munitions works.  Perhaps in the presentation of this area – 
very important as the first thing the public will see – a slightly ambiguous mood should be 
played upon.  At first glance an attractive and welcoming park entrance, but at second glance 
some visual indicators of its more sinister nature – just a few visual clues – the present 
bollards might be replaced by vertically set shell casings and projectiles (or something to 
suggest this), for example.  
 
A little more looking at the historic record might steer the approach to the restoration and 
improvement of the entry area (as elsewhere).  The spike-topped railings that survive in the 
area by the pipes that cross over the glen are not inherently attractive but are appropriate in 
the sense they are of industrial character – again hinting at the dual character of the site – first 
glance attractive park boundary railings, but on second glance obviously a little ugly and 
suggestive of a far more utilitarian purpose (… a little sinister).  
Does the park need a new name? ‘Roslin Glen Gunpowder Mills and Country Park’ ? This 
strikes me as a slightly humorous (but entirely justified) juxtaposition that could be played 
upon elsewhere. Should the public be purposefully a little ‘unsettled’ by the experience?  This 
may give the park an edge that ensures its long-term popularity.  I would guess that there is so 
much to see and explore that the repeat visitor will be a major factor.  

Indeed an element of light humour might be a very attractive way of popularising the site – 
make it fun but nonetheless communicating a very fascinating but serious past.  
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A key focal point  

 
If some degree of more serious continued investment is contemplated further possibilities 
might include (as discussed on site) a ranger-service – type of presence.  This might be very 
low-key – a comparable example might be the NTS’ Hermitage Gardens by Dunkeld.  If 
some form of more established presence is contemplated perhaps this might focus at one of 
the principal features of the site – the site 49 mill?  Could this actually be reused as a 
combined interpretative facility and ranger out-post / equipment store, etc?  A more 
established personnel presence at this point might permit a more in-depth approach to 
developing this part of the complex as an asset.  This is the most complete part of the entire 
mill complex.  The very obvious attraction is the combination at this point of dramatic 
landscape, the river, architecture (the mill building, bridges, etc) and, above all water-works.  

Waterworks 
  

There is an inherent and deep fascination in the movement of water and the possibilities for 
its productive use.  The historic water system at the mill site is almost wholly intact and its 
infrastructure very robust, built of substantial masonry.  The system of sluices survives or is 
easily repairable and the possibility of reinstating a limited section of the system is very 
apparent.  Although the lade system extends for a considerable distance to the N after passing 
through the mill complex it would be possible to block this off and utilise an existing historic 
overflow channel close to the mill ruin.  

Having the sluices operational and the water system flowing would require very little invasive 
restoration and it could be readily made apparent what is repair and what is old.  A very good 
local example of an operational water-powered mill complex on a similar scale is Preston 
Mill, E Lothian where the operation of simple sluices is put in practice each day.  

Visitor guidance  
 

The 1888 map is an absolutely wonderful record of the site.  Could this be reproduced and 
issued as the guide for the site? A fascinating way to explore the glen and an archaeological / 
important historical / and local-history experience.  The map might be on one side of a sheet 
of paper (A3?) and explanatory short paragraphs provided on the back to explain in a little 
more detail the function of each building/site, with early photos – explore 100 ways of 
blowing something up! Instead of having the whole landscape explained in depth at the outset 
one would be encouraged to match landscape features with the wholly genuine sites marked 
on the map – using an actual historic document is far more immediate and interesting than 
masses of turgid interpretation.  Perhaps as a help there could be some very low-key signage 
on the individual sites such as early 20th 

 
century DOE monument-type metal signage painted 

in white upon a green background; not only durable if well affixed but an aesthetic that is in 
some ways appropriate to the early 20th 

 
century use of the site (slightly municipal, and 

Edwardian). There are also equally appropriate types of contemporary signage of early and 
later 19

th 
century character, all in cast iron.  These might be marked simply with numbers to 

link to the plan or the contemporary name of the structure.  

Why not try a control group exercise -   prepare a version of the plan, suitably annotated, and 
simply hand it to people who are prepared to give feed-back.  

Thought processes should be developed to their logical conclusions and then the best ideas 
distilled and utilised. Certain absurdities could be contemplated if only to be dismissed after 
fruitful debate –a site shop selling fireworks for example!  The debate itself is what is 
important. 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

6.1 Conclusions 
 
A number of areas within the Gunpowder Mills complex have been identified and 
recorded at baseline level.  The distribution of structures and the existing infrastructure of 
paths are sufficient in both layout and quality to allow for a suitable management plan to 
be evolved. 
 
Three areas have been identified that can form recreational/interpretational hubs. 
These are: 
 

A - Entrance from East - 01 and 02 

B - Central Mill area – 16, 26 and 28 

C - Old Mill, Lade system and Weir – 49 and 50 
 
 
The size and complexity of the project requires a phased approach, with each stage 
complementing and building on the previous.  This will allow an ongoing process of site 
improvement with a sustainable funding plan over a number of years utilising the skills 
and abilities of disparate groups and interested bodies such as schools, conservation 
volunteers, park rangers, archaeological advisors and architects. 
 
Existing path networks can easily be integrated into this project. 
 
The potential to synthesise the two aspects of this section of Roslin Glen – the natural and 
industrial heritage have already been proven at Almondell and Calderwood Country Park 
in West Lothian and there is a genuine opportunity to create a public amenity of 
exemplary character. 
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6.2 Recommendations  
 
Due to the complexity of this project and the length of time envisaged to complete the 
works, a staged programme is recommended.  Each phase will have clearly defined goals 
and timescales and in most cases subsequent activity is dependent on prior work having 
been completed. 
 
The findings include details on specific recommendations for each structure ranging from 
archaeological recording, vegetation removal, consolidation, access, interpretation and 
final use.  These should be referred to when planning the following programme: 
 

First Phase 
 
Upgrade existing paths and establish new paths/steps.  Vegetation clearance of self 
seeded trees, trees affecting structures and trees obscuring view from sites 16 and 45 
Record and conserve buildings 1, 16 and 49 
 

Second Phase 
 
Record, clear and repair mill lade around building 49 
Install steel post and wire fencing at buildings 1, 47 and 49 
Record and conserve (using Lime Trust volunteers) building 2.   
Repair slab terrace at building 26 
Attend to entranceway, see details in Findings section 
 

Third Phase 
 
Research, produce and install interpretation panels at buildings 1,2,16,26 and 49 
Install interpretation plaques at buildings 3,4,5,6,7,20,22,35,36,46,47 and 50 
Install post trail markers at key points 
Clear recreation areas and establish picnic areas with benches.  See Fig 5 
Update leaflet and map of Roslin Glen – Consider update of Millennium CD 
 

Fourth Phase 
 
Record and consolidate structures 35 and 45 
Remove safety fencing and begin record of structure 28 (professional archaeological 
recording due to health and safety requirements) 
Restore walls  
Re-build lade wall 
Insert grating within lade tunnel and over exposed lades (allow for access) 
Install post and wire fence and stairs down onto platform 28 
Install interpretation panel for 28 
 

Fifth Phase 
 
Complete final consolidation tasks on re-pointing of retaining buttresses at buildings 
3,4,46 and 47 
Produce full booklet and map of Roslin Glen 
 
To complement this upgraded amenity attention should be paid to the integration of the 
surrounding external path networks and the promotion of the site. 
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